Marcela Bourseau
De:
Enviado em:
Para:
Assunto:

Adriana Bernal Martinez <bernaladriana66@gmail.com>
quinta-feira, 14 de abril de 2022 20:45
Marcela Bourseau; Predrag Bambic; sterian alexandru; Bojana Andric; Aleksej
Berkovic
Fwd: Candidate chairman IMAGO

Dear committee members. Bojana and I are sending you the presentation by the SBC, belgian society, of Mr. LouisPhilippe Capelle to the presidency of IMAGO. Staying out of your work, we would like to make a call to ensure that
all candidates previously meet the conditions to be candidates for the presidency.
One of our most important objectives is to guarantee that this electoral process takes place under the best
conditions, so that no one can question the election of the candidate who will be elected. For this we must ensure
that the candidates meet all the conditions of the statutes. In order to avoid any error that could invalidate an
election, we ask you to review the following points:
First we invite you to verify that the Society that presents any of the candidates is in good standing with the IMAGO
fees. This is information that can be corroborated with our treasurer.
Second, and considering what has happened during the last year, we would ask you to carefully verify the periods in
which the candidates have been part of the IMAGO board, or have held management positions.
We remind you that this is advice and not an imposition. For us, it is essential that this election be carried out with
the greatest legitimacy, face of all the IMAGO Societies.
We deeply appreciate your interest and commitment.
ADRIANA and BOJANA

---------- Forwarded message --------De: Lou Berghmans <lou@louk.be>
Date: mié, 13 abr 2022 a las 16:04
Subject: Candidate chairman IMAGO
To: <board@imago.org>

Dear Members of the Board,
The Belgian Society of Cinematographers (SBC) is proud to present Louis-Philippe Capelle, our co- chair, as
a valuable candidate for the Presidency of Imago.
Imago has been through a long and difficult time of uncertainty.
Louis-Philippe’s experience, patience and social network would be his greatest assets to put Imago back on
the tracks of efficient work.
The past is behind us. He wishes to look forward, trying to be freed of the ghosts and to be the candidate
for all national associations as well as for the sponsors.
Imago needs to be back close to his members, and evaluate rapidly their needs and wishes. A lot of work
has to be done in this direction.
We hope that his candidature will unite, setting aside the differences and disagreements.
He wants to work with all, equally.
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Kind regards,
Lou Berghmans, co chair of SBC
The Board of SBC
www.sbcine.be

Lou Berghmans
co-president of The Belgian Society of Cinematographers (SBC)
www.sbcine.be - www.facebook.com/sbcine - vimeo.com/sbcine
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